FRANKLIN
FOCUSED CORE EQUITY FUND
AS OF 12/31/13

FUND DESCRIPTION
The fund seeks capital appreciation and will generally
seek to maintain a portfolio consisting of equity
securities of approximately 20 to 50 companies.
FUND DATA1
Total Net Assets-All Share Classes: $45.8 million
Number of Holdings: 36
Beta2: 1.18
CUSIP/Symbol by Class:
FCEQX

• Invest across the style spectrum. The fund invests across the large-cap style spectrum from value to growth,
selecting investments that the managers believe present the most compelling trade-off between growth potential,
valuation and risk.

• Leverage Franklin’s deep bench. Managers work with Franklin’s equity analyst team of over 71 analysts and
portfolio managers to choose stocks.

Dividends: Annually in December
C

STRATEGY
• A concentrated approach. Compared to many other core funds, Franklin Focused Core Equity Fund holds a
smaller number of stocks (typically representing 20 to 50 companies). By focusing the portfolio on fewer
holdings, managers can focus on stocks in which they have the highest levels of conviction.

• Research-driven. While consideration is given to current economic or market conditions, managers primarily
apply a “bottom-up” approach to investing, assessing the market price of a company’s securities relative to their
evaluation of the company’s long-term earnings, asset value and cash flow potential.
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MAXIMUM SALES CHARGES
Class A: 5.75% initial sales charge
Class C: 1% contingent deferred sales charge
(CDSC) in the first year only

AVERAGE ANNUAL TOTAL RETURNS (As of December 31, 2013)
With Maximum Sales Charges5
Inception
Class
Date
1 Yr

Without

3 Yrs

5 Yrs

3 Yrs

5 Yrs

Since
Inception

28.48% 10.92% 19.11%

4.97%

36.37% 13.12% 20.51%

6.01%

C

12/13/07

34.44% 12.41% 19.66%

5.27%

35.44% 12.41% 19.66%

5.27%

PORTFOLIO BREAKDOWN1,6
Software & Services ...................................................... 13.62%
Technology Hardware & Equipment ............................. 11.63%
Diversified Financials .................................................... 10.73%
Pharmaceuticals, Biotechnology & Life Sciences ........... 8.60%
Materials .......................................................................... 8.57%
Energy ............................................................................. 8.18%
Insurance ......................................................................... 7.19%
Transportation ................................................................. 5.32%
Other ............................................................................. 21.37%
Cash ................................................................................ 4.81%

Class A: 1.90%; Class C: 2.51%

TOP 10 HOLDINGS1
Adobe Systems Inc. ............................................. 4.04%
Hartford Financial Services Group Inc. ................ 3.93%
Lyondellbasell Industries NV ................................ 3.72%
Valeant Pharmaceuticals International Inc. .......... 3.54%
MasterCard Inc. .................................................... 3.38%
1. As of 12/31/13. Holdings are subject to change. For updated
information, please call Franklin Templeton Investments at
(800) DIAL BEN/342-5236 or visit franklintempleton.com. The
portfolio manager for the fund reserves the right to withhold
release of information with respect to holdings that would
otherwise be included in the top ten holdings list.
2. Source: © 2014 Thomson Reuters, 12/31/13. Beta measures
a fund’s market related risk over a three-year period. The
Russell 3000® Index has a beta of 1.00. A beta lower than 1.00
indicates historically lower volatility than the index; higher than
1.00 indicates historically higher volatility.
3. The fund has an expense reduction contractually guaranteed
through at least August 31, 2014. The fund may also have a fee

NOT FDIC INSURED MAY LOSE VALUE NO BANK GUARANTEE

1 Yr

12/13/07

With Waiver: Class A: 1.31%; Class C: 1.90%
Performance data represents past performance, which
does not guarantee future results. Current performance
may differ from figures shown. The fund’s investment
return and principal value will change with market
conditions, and you may have a gain or a loss when
you sell your shares. Please call Franklin Templeton
Investments at (800) DIAL BEN/342-5236 or visit
franklintempleton.com for the most recent
month-end performance.

Without Sales Charges
Since
Inception

A

TOTAL ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENSES
Waiver3:

BLEND

MetLife Inc. ...........................................................3.25%
Google Inc. ...........................................................3.18%
Microsoft Corp. .....................................................3.02%
CBRE Group Inc. ..................................................2.99%
Mead Johnson Nutrition Company .......................2.95%
waiver associated with any investments it makes in a Franklin
Templeton money fund, an arrangement that is contractually
guaranteed through at least its current fiscal year end. Fund
investment results reflect the expense reduction and fee waiver,
as applicable; without these reductions, the results would have
been lower.
4. CFA® and Chartered Financial Analyst® are trademarks
owned by CFA Institute.
5. The fund offers other share classes, subject to different fees
and expenses, that will affect its performance.
6. Due to rounding, the sum of portfolio holdings may not
equal 100%.

BLEND

FRANKLIN FOCUSED CORE EQUITY FUND
PORTFOLIO MANAGERS4
Brent Loder
Since 2009; joined Franklin Templeton in 2006
Chris Anderson
Since 2013; joined Franklin Templeton in 2012
WHAT ARE THE RISKS?
All investments involve risks, including possible loss of
principal. To the extent the fund focuses on particular
countries, regions, industries, sectors or types of
investment from time to time, it may be subject to
greater risks of adverse developments in such areas of
focus than a fund that invests in a wider variety of
countries, regions, industries, sectors or investments.
The fund may have investments in both growth and
value stocks, or in stocks with characteristics of both.
Growth stock prices reflect projections of future
earnings or revenues, and can, therefore, fall
dramatically if the company fails to meet those
projections. A value stock may not increase in price as
anticipated by the investment manager if other investors
fail to recognize the company’s value and bid up the
price, the markets favor faster-growing companies, or
the factors that the investment manager believes will
increase the price of the security do not occur. Foreign
securities involve special risks, including currency
fluctuations and economic and political uncertainties.
These and other risks are described more fully in the
fund’s prospectus.
Investors should carefully consider a fund’s investment
goals, risks, charges and expenses before investing. To
obtain a summary prospectus and/or prospectus, which
contains this and other information, talk to your financial
advisor, call us at (800) DIAL BEN/342-5236 or visit
franklintempleton.com. Please carefully read a
prospectus before you invest or send money.

MANAGER’S PERSPECTIVE
“Our strategy takes an opportunistic, high conviction, contrarian approach that seeks to identify mispriced
companies using fundamental analysis. We seek to take advantage of price dislocations that result from the
market’s short-term focus, and the fund’s flexibility to invest across the growth/value spectrum provides the
potential to find the most attractive investments. Our bottom-up research leads us to a select number of holdings
that represent those stocks we are most passionate about.”
—Brent Loder, Portfolio Manager
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If the sales charge had been included, the returns would have been lower.
GAIN FROM OUR PERSPECTIVE®
Franklin Templeton’s distinct multi-manager structure combines the specialized expertise of three world-class
investment management groups—Franklin, Templeton and Mutual Series.
Specialized Expertise
Each of our portfolio management groups operates autonomously, relying on its own research and staying true to
the unique investment disciplines that underlie its success.
• Franklin. Founded in 1947, Franklin is a recognized leader in fixed income investing and also brings expertise in
growth- and value-style U.S. equity investing.
• Templeton. Founded in 1940, Templeton pioneered international investing and, in 1954, launched what has
become the industry’s oldest global fund. Today, with offices in over 25 countries, Templeton offers investors a
truly global perspective.
• Mutual Series. Founded in 1949, Mutual Series is dedicated to a unique style of value investing, searching
aggressively for opportunity among what it believes are undervalued stocks, as well as arbitrage situations and
distressed securities.
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